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Listen to the rhythm of cicadas; open up to the splendid
Cretan sun and the warm feeling of coming back to a
resort where you can rediscover the warmth of carefree
childhood summers!

At the heart of Cretan hospitality, you will find a
generous exchange of stories, traditionally told around
the dinner table by both hosts and guests.

Discover the heartfelt stories of Crete from a fresh new
perspective; stories that urge your heart to create your
own. All against the backdrop of the most welcoming,
generous place in the world; Agapi Beach Resort.



Environmental responsibility is of the utmost
importance to all of us at Agapi Beach Resort. Our hotel is
one of the Crete Resorts dedicated to preserving and
maintaining our surroundings, so that the unparalleled
natural beauty of Crete can be treasured by future
generations.

To that end, we have developed an Environmental
Management System, and have acquired a certification
according to ISO 14001. Our goal is to promote an
environment that is as ecologically-friendly as it is
enjoyable.

The enforcement of this environmental management
system and its associated legislation is an ongoing effort,
and one that we are committed to continuing and
improving.

SUSTAINABILITY



Our Commitments
TIMELESS CRETAN HOSPITALITY
Our people reflect who we are at our core. They embody our values with a professional, heartfelt and
warm approach, staying true to our roots, Crete’s history, traditions and soul. This way we offer a
truthful experience to our guests. 
 
SUSTAINABILITY IN OUR MANAGEMENT 
Our values are embodied in our behavior. We actively engage in reducing our environmental impact,
ensuring our guests and people satisfaction and wellbeing. Our resort is operated with a commitment
to the certifications of ISO14001, ISO9001, Travelife and HACCP. 

 CONTRIBUTING TO LOCAL COMMUNITY 
We believe in operating in favor of the local communities. We support local employment and purchases
and actively engage in community service. Through our guest events and kids’ activities we promote
local customs, stories and products of the area. 
 
RESPONSIBLE CUISINE
Cretan Diet as the basis of the famous Mediterranean diet inspires all our concepts. Handpicked
organic, fresh vegetables from our own gardens and seasonal, local produce is a highlight in all our
restaurants. This concept is translated into health benefits for our guests and the earth. 
 
SUSTAINABLE DESIGN
Our design and architecture are a product of the careful study of the island’s history, nature and
materials. Inspired by the surroundings, we try to use sustainable materials with a preference to those
that are locally sourced and recyclable. 



Water
Management
KEY ACTIONS 2018 – 2022

•Installed cisterns with regulated water flow 3lt/6lt in 3 room blocks.
•Public showers operation with push button 
•Staff training in water saving procedures (ALL)
•Guests informed about the importance of saving water (reducing the
number of towels /day, closing the taps when they are not being used)
•Switched (where applicable) from conventional surface irrigation
methods to micro-irrigation
•Implementation of water management plan
•We annually ensure the integrity of the pipes through high pressure
tests before opening. 
•Water flow gauges have been installed in key areas to identify and
prevent leaks.



Water
Management
2020-2022

In 2020 we had low occupancy and a short operating season due to the
pandemic that reduced Total consumption but increased Consumption
/GN, as watering base load was the same. In 2022 we can see
consumption numbers ramp back up to regular levels.



Energy
Management
Until 2018

Optimization of the domestic hot water production system:
•First installation of heat pumps for DHW production in two room
blocks.
•Installation of one Heat Pump with recovery in the main building.
Utilization of recovered heat from Air Conditioning for DHW
preheating 
•Appropriately modified walk-in refrigerators machines to utilize
recovery for DHW pre heat 
•Installation of a separate pipe network for recovery preheated,
desalinated water used in kitchens washing machines
•In two room blocks old air conditioners replaced by new inverter type.
•About 30% of DHW is produced by solar panels.
•Gradual replacement of conventional lamps with LED
•Key cards system installation to switch off electricity when guest
rooms are vacated



Energy
Management
Solar System is used for domestic hot water in 2 buildings in AB.
Approximately 99% of consumed energy for Domestic Hot Water
derives from low energy cost sources:
•65% from renewable sources (solar system &recovery units)
•34% from Heat Pumps.

2018–2019
Factors that determined our consumption during this period are:
•Air Conditioning quality improvement in rooms, public areas &
storage rooms
•In 2018 a Heat Pump for domestic hot water production failure
resulted in increased diesel consumption
•Our focus in reducing diesel consumption 

2020-2021
Due to special operating conditions, we can not use data from 2020 for
any conclusions. Recall that it was the first year of operation after the
outbreak of the pandemic and we had a shorter operating period,
reduced occupancy and increased needs for disinfection and
ventilation.



Energy
Management
Key actions 2018-2019
•Installation of a new water chiller with recovery
•Installation of additional A/C units in storage rooms and kitchens
(this is a key action to explain increased consumption)
•Use of H/Ps instead of diesel burning boilers for DHW production
(contributed to increasing demand for Electric energy).
•Redesigned main machine room for efficiency improvement

Key actions 2020-2021
•According to the explicit commitment of our provider, 100% of the
electricity supplied to the hotel derives from renewable sources
•We modified cold buffet refrigerating units from air cooled to water
cooled in order to increase their Coefficient Of Performance.
•Installation of energy analyzers at main for Electric Energy Quality
monitoring (Total Harmonic Distortion)

Key actions 2022
Modification of main building ice machines from air cooled to water
cooled in order to increase their Coefficient Of Performance

What we expect
From ice machines modification approximately 7000kWh reduction in
electricity consumption



Energy Management



Hazardous
Waste
Management
Cooking oil recycling decrease in 2021 caused due to lower occupancy.
Due to short operating period as well as low occupancy during 2020, we
disregard the data.
Though the above-mentioned reasons occurred the decrease in
Hazardous waste production in 2021 due to low usage. 



Simple Solid
Waste
Management
During 2018 & 2019 AB participated in a program recycling paper,
furthermore during 2020 & 2021 we participated in a program recycling
pet bottles (Both programs powered by Creta Eco Phoenix)
Glass recycling decrease in 2021 caused due to lower occupancy.
Due to short operating period as well as low occupancy during 2020, we
disregard the data.



Environmental
Activities
SUSTAINABLE LIVING AT ITS BEST

We actively engage in reducing our environmental impact, ensuring
our guests and people satisfaction and wellbeing. 
Our commitment to environmental conservation sets this eco-friendly
haven apart making it a truly unique destination.

GARDEN & ORGANIC KITCHEN GARDEN TOURS

Every week, we invite guests to take part to our garden tour.
Accompanied by our head gardener and our guest relations manager,
guests are strolling around the resort’s lush gardens, learning about
the local flora and endemic species. A stop at the resort’s organic
kitchen garden, offers the opportunity to learn more about our
sustainable cultivating practices and even hand-pick – when in season
– fresh fruits, vegetables and herbs!



Environmental
Activities
TREE PLANTING

Our Guest Relations team is dedicated to offering memorable
experiences that last for a lifetime. Tree planting events take place
regularly at the resort, to celebrate unique occasions like the World
Environment Day!

KIDS’ CLUB ACTIVITIES

Our Kids Club invites the youngsters to participate in environmentally
awareness activities, curated by our animation team. Through fun, yet
educational activities, children of all ages can learn more about the sea
life, garden-scape, local flora and fauna, Greek customs and many
more.



Animal Welfare
CAT CAFÉ

In response to the number of friendly cats that roam the island, Agapi
Beach Resort has established its own Cat Café. A wholly outdoor
setting that is separate from the hotel’s main buildings, the Cat Café
allows guests to feed and pet the property’s feline guests in isolation,
at any time of day. Neutered and sterilized the amicable cats cut
familiar figures across the property and revel in playing host to guests
in this original and imaginative playground.

ARCHELON

ARCHELON the Sea Turtle Protection Society of Greece
We actively support ARCHELON, the Sea Turtle Protection Society of
Greece that protects the sea turtles and their habitats in Greece
through monitoring and research, developing and implementing
management plans, habitat restoration, raising public awareness and
rehabilitating sick and injured turtles.



Responsible
Procurement
PURCHASING SUSTAINABLE CRITERIA
Committed to using locally sourced products and we strive to
contribute to the development of new, sustainable local businesses
that can be included in our supply chain

F&B SUPPLIES
We have implemented a number of criteria for our food and beverage
purchases; buying local, seasonal ingredients, from certified organic
producers, limit purchases of fish species at risk etc.

ENVIRONMENTAL PRESERVATION THROUGH
RESPONSIBLE PROCUREMENT
We aim to minimize the intake of natural resources, as well as the use
of toxic materials, and manage according to the best available
environmental option the waste and pollutants generated from our
operation.



F&B Supplies -
Highlights



Consumables -
Highlights



Agapi Beach – Cleaning Products -
Highlights



Our Community
Caring for our fellow islanders, staff and friends, takes a surprising
number of forms and we actively encourage everyone to show their
solidarity.

DONATIONS
Our social impact programming includes in-kind donations of
hardware or food and monetary donations that support many local,
native and international social care causes - including local hospitals,
schools, nursing homes, and many more.
For us, charity really does begin at home. As part of our in-kind
donations, we support our 2 local hospitals and nursing homes, Make a
Wish Greece, and Diversey (Linens for Life program) to name a few. Our
food and monetary donations include the SOS children’s villages,
charity organizations, and local animal welfare organizations.

VOLUNTEERING
We activate our Volunteers program through our incredible team
members, who bring our corporate responsibility efforts to life every
day. Some do this at a very personal level, for example, donating bone
marrow. Others lend their efforts to help out with farming and
environmental projects, such as planting trees and growing potatoes,
where the produce is donated to families in need. We, also host
environmental awareness events at our resort, for local elementary
schools.



Our Community

LOCAL CUSTOMS

Our island brims with quaint and quirky stories and customs, and we
are enthusiastic about sustaining this fascinating heritage. Vibrant
examples include grape stomping in August & Raki Distillation in
October, fire-jumping, and fortune-telling at Klidonas in June, the May
Day rituals.

CULTURAL EXCURSIONS

Our Concierge teams are the destination authorities of Crete, crafting
tailor-made itineraries that unlock the secret treasures of Crete.



BRING LIKE-MINDED PEOPLE TOGETHER
Employing locals wherever possible adding another layer
of authentic Cretan hospitality. Our staff embodies our
traditional island values through their sincerely warm-
hearted approach to friends old and new.

DEVELOPMENT & APPRECIATION
Our development programming includes our online
training portal, HR workshops, Associate Excellence
Appreciation, and more.

ENGAGEMENT & SATISFACTION
Our people are the foundation for our success. We pride
ourselves on creating a respectful, professional, and
inclusive workplace for everyone.

Our People



Our People
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Thank You!
We're ready to answer your questions.

Email
manager@agapibeach.gr

Website
https://www.agapibeach.gr/

Phone number
+30 2810 250502

http://agapibeach.gr/
https://www.agapibeach.gr/

